Pastel Class Supply list
Brenda Boylan
__Soft Pastels: Bring as many as you can travel with including a wide variety of values, colors and brands. There are many pastel
manufacturers out there and can often be overwhelming. I recommend you purchase a professional grade brand such as the 80
piece Brenda Boylan Starter Set of Jack Richeson Pastels, offered through Amazon (link below) Other brands I recommend
would be the 120 piece Sennelier 1/2 stick set, or the Terry Ludwig starter set “60 Basic Values - Maggie Price” Prices vary
greatly from brand and quality, and these sets listed will give you the best results. Please tear off paper labels from pastel
sticks prior class as they interfere with your creative flow.
— NO OIL PASTELS. Please tear off paper labels from pastel sticks as they interfere with your creative flow.
__16x20” foam core board to tape paper to
__2” wide roll of masking tape
__5 9x12” sheets of sanded pastel paper in 320 or 400 Grit I suggest Uart Sanded paper: Light toned ONLY. Must be very light
in color or white.
__ 2 sheets measuring 9x12” (or equivalent size) of white or light tan Mi Tientes pastel paper. Can use white charcoal paper too.
__1 Carb Othello mid-toned gray pastel pencil, sharpened.
__Hand barrier cream or latex free gloves to protect hands. (optional)
__Cloth Rag.
__Hand/baby wipes.
__1 Fabric Drop Cloth. Preferably fabric like an old shower curtain, sheet or old canvas. NO Plastic tarps.
__ Watercolors. Have a selection of red, blue, green, yellow, purple, and orange and a water mixing surface. You can purchase a
simple grade-school set. No need to purchase expensive brands.
__ Container for water, used for watercolors, perhaps an old margarine bowl
___Light colored flat plastic surface to mix watercolor paint. Could use a styrofoam lid?
__Paintbrush 1” wide inexpensive synthetic grade brush.
__2 Foam Brushes, 1” wide.
__Small sketch book (spiral bound) and pencil to take visual notes and sketches. (OPTIONAL)
__Carrying case for your pastels.
__Totobobo facemask or 3M face mask for lung protection. (OPTIONAL)
Totobobo can be purchased online (link below)
If in a pinch I will have a few individual 9x12” sanded papers available for $3.00 a sheet. while supplies last.
Suggested supply manufacturers and info:
Brenda Boylan 80 pc Pastel Signature Sets and Pastel Workshop kits available on Amazon
Dakota Pastel supplies http://www.dakotapastels.com
Uart sanded pastel papers http://uartpastelpaper.com
Blick artist’s supplies http://www.dickblick.com
Sennelier Pastels 120 1/2 Sticks http://www.dickblick.com/items/20036-1209/
Terry Ludwig Pastels http://www.terryludwig.com
Totobobo Face Mask:
http://totobobo.com or Amazon

